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the ticrohrst, a rqco~ized Ptential -nd shear
hazard to aviation, does occur tith sow regu-
larity in this area. The wmphie ticroburst
characteristics were -ntrasted @th those for
Chicago and Denver and found to b quite dif -
f erent. In general, the Wmphie ticrob”rsts “ere
very “wet”, occurring with rain rates met ly from
1 to 5 i“/hr. Most dcrobursts expanded rapidly
to &come “macrob.rsts” with ~st fronts at the
out f low edges such ~ the one m 11 bgust 1984
described in Saction 4. There were fewer ticro-
b.rsts in Memphis than i“ other areas previously
8 tudied, tit their peak wind speeds were higher,
their durations were longer, and they were mstly
accompanied by cooler, drier air flows.

6. FUTURS WORK

The preceding stimery applies to ticro-
hur8t8 detected during one ?-month period i“ the
Memphis area. The validity of generalizing these
restilte to other years and for surro”ndi”g geo-
graphical areas Is .nknom. Lincoln Laboratory
conti””es to collect mso”et, mWAS, a“d Doppler
radar data 1“ 1985 from the 8ame FLOWS network.
Comparison of the 1984 and 1985 =sonet datasets
will give the first results ever on the i“tera”-
““.1 variability of d.roburst events i. a single
geographical area. C“rre.t plans are to wve the
FLOWS data collection effort to H“ntsville, dL in
1986. Huntsville a“d &mphis are at about the
same lat it”de and only 300 b apart. The com-
parieo” of ticrob”rst characteristics from these
two locations “ill help determine the extent to
which meetirewnts in one area are applicable to
e“rro””di”g regio”e.
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me ~ppler radar &ta &ing collected till
he ueed for single- and dual-Doppler analyses of
mlcrohrst events. These analyses till help de-
lineate the three-dime”sio”al ~SpeCtS of the
microbursts in the Mmphfs area and allow a btter
“ndersta”ding of the =chanis- involved in their
origin and evolution. This i“foration will ulti-
mately b used to characterize the predictability
and detectability of ticrob”rste i“ this area for
real-time “arnings of low-altitude wind shear for
the aviation comunity.
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Fig. 1. Location of FNWS 1984 net”ork “ear
Memphis , TW.

Fig. 2. Daily co””ts of microb”rsts, datemined

by .Omp.t.. and ..bje.tive analysis, for .) N1~OD,
1978 (~fcago) , b) JAWS, 1982 (Denver) , a“d c)
FLOWS (Memphis) , 1984.
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:’?’ DIURNAL VARIAtlON OF MICROBURSTS RAINFALL RATE VS PEAK WIND
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Fig. 4. Total rainfall (rainfall rate assuming
4.8 min duration) versus maximum wind speed in 102
“et and d~ (along bottom) microb”rsts during
FLOWS 1984.
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Fig. 3. Diurnal varfatio” of microb”rsts i“
a) N1mOD, 1978, b) JAWS 1982, a“d c) ~WS, 1984.
The FWWS distrib”tio” shares some of the features
of both the N1mOD a“d the JAWS distributions.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of peak “i”d speeds in FwWS
1984 microb”rsts.
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Fig. 6. Direction of peak vi”d speed. in FLOWS
1984 microb”rsts.
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Fig, 7. D“ratio” of FLOWS 1984 micr.b.rsts,
defined as the period of one half of tbe peak wind
speed
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TEMPERATURE CHANGE
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Fig. 8. Temperature change in FLOWS 1984 micro-
bursts.
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Fig. 9. Dew point temperature change i“ FLOWS
1984 microb”rsts.
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Fig. 10. Press”.. change i“ FLOWS 1984 micro–
bursts.
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Fig. 11. Microb”rst at 1820 G~ on 11 August
1984. Stippled area represent. rain rates
>10 mm/hr. Streamlines are shorn as thin lines
with arrowheads. Meso”ee station ““mbers appear
“exe to wind plots. FU mWAS stations are
labelled as: C = ce”cer field, E = east, etc.

Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11, but for 1826 G~.
Stippled area represents rat” rates >20 _!hr.
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?ig. 13. Same as Fig. 12, b“t for 1839 G~.
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